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Footnote to history or doorway to 20th century art, Dada performs both 

these functions. It’s refreshing 100 years on to invoke the name Marcel 

Duchamp and to remember with almost sentimental affection his 

readymades1. It was in 1916, amidst the turgid horror of WW1 that in Europe 

several groups of artists broke down the traditions of art practice and gave 

us, the audience, a new role. That new role, a quasi-equality with that 

of the artist as creator, opened the field of visual arts and ushered in the 

forerunner of multi-disciplinary arts practice – combining poetry, drama, 

picture making and philosophy in an at times, a nihilistic frenzy of beliefs, 

paradoxes and therapeutic claims – chance, absurdity and a new way of 

art making resulted.

The extreme seriousness of Dada art stemmed from the impact of war and 

saw several of its practitioners suicide (pre 19342). Whilst the spores of its 

initial flowering spread to many countries, except Australia. Art and Anti-art 

pirouetted on a razor’s edge.

We received Dadaism in reverse order. First came Surrealism via artists 

such as Sam Ateyo, James Cant, Peter Purves Smith and Eric Thake3, and 

then later, much later our first major artist influenced by Dada was in fact 

the theatre performer Barry Humphries4.

In 1952 Humphries exploited the notion of Dada art through a series 

of exquisite, extraordinary, happy stunts – being served a silver service 

breakfast on a crowded Frankston to Melbourne peak hour train being 

one. Dada in the Australian context coupled, or copulated, with our own 

brand of humour as an anti-establishment statement5. 

This latent Dada again gave license to artists to act with freedom. 

Contemporary American academic Helen Molesworth6 notes this topsy-

turvy effect in her article, From Dada to Neo-Dada and Back again. She 

recounts taking a non-art friend to a museum display of works by John 

Heartfield7, at which her friend exclaimed, it’s like Punk! Similarly she points 

out that Neo-Dada is a term that often sits in the art historical canon as a 

precursor of Abstract Expressionism and was the eventual stimulus for Pop 

Art, with Rauschenberg gleefully annexing its liberating possibilities. 

The art movement Fluxus8 also highlights the potency of Dada art, with its 

strategies for creating art recalling the group-creativity of its antecedent 
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movement. Molesworth argues that the essence of Dada art is a question 

regarding a struggle over the definition of art … a profound rejection of the 

production of objects with traditional artistic skills, such that what is at issue 

is the problem of artistic labour9. Within the argument put by Molesworth 

is a recognition of the prevalence of the machine age in the twentieth 

century and its almost accidental impact on the act of art making – with 

sable brushes having given way to scissors and glue to make haphazard 

collages for example, and with the recognition by artists that an assembly 

line approach to artmaking relieved artists of the painstaking labour inherent 

to many traditional forms of art production. For her Duchamp turns to a 

lazy form of art making (my words) in response to the consumer culture 

of his new home in New York, whilst in  Paris, ... TrIstan Tzar declared that 

Dada makes no sense, refusing the centuries-long work of producing 

artistic meaning and cultural legibility10. Molesworth thereby presents a 

Marxist view of artmaking that gives as its rationale for the constant re-

invention of Dada art the necessity for artists to survive in a capitalist world.

Another leading art historian, Leah Dickerman11, places the next iteration 

of Dada as being in the future, that is, yet to come. Who would deny the 

similarities in terms of comparable contexts – a widening war on the 

horizon, globalisation of new ways of making art through digital means, 

and, renewed motivations for artists to survive in a new economy. To 

this one could add the need for artistic commentary on our times. For 

Dickerman the Dada label can be applied to an artist through his or her 

career, implying that radical revision occurs within an artist’s practice as 

a form of creative cleansing – an intellectual crucible that happens on a 

personal level12. It’s a reasonable supposition as it allows for the meeting 

of rational and irrational ideas and processes, leading to new possibilities 

for art. It also helpfully does away with the notion of heritage in regard to 

museum-identified Dada art.

Dickerman’s view gives Dada art the responsibility of being a slightly delayed 

form of avant-gardism art, which is the devise in use for this exhibition 

Dada lives! In Dada lives! a group of individual artists have been selected on 

the basis of several striking characteristics, and placed together to create 

an aesthetic mass, from which various ‘readings’ about the world can be 

made. It is curation as a form of evidence gathering, with the audience 

invited to be in the moment. 
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A common denominator of the selection was a nod toward the ‘non-

retinal’, an expression used by Marcel Duchamp to explain objects that 

jump from their initial visual appearance to become an artwork, such as his 

readymades, where a common place object like a bottle-rack became a 

sculpture. Today, when we have seen that argument rehearsed a thousand 

times, the transactional element of that concept now runs both ways – 

we can walk on Elizabeth Liddle’s Entry Map 1788 and trample on the 

Aboriginal world. Or survey the panoramic photograph of John O’Neil to 

see what happens when proper fire management is not maintained. The 

caprice has probably been to imply coherence instead of chaos! And the 

accusation behind the evidence? Whatever you think of the state of the 

modern world.

Dada Lives! seeks to be an active museum project, taking the concept of 

a contemporary art space to a place that is both old and new. Old in the 

sense that the objects on display look like art, new in that the grouping 

is designed to discombobulate, in tribute to some of the ‘original’ Dada 

artworks of a century ago. Why do this? Quite simply to bring into relief 

the intentions and the effects of the artworks on display. It is when your 

own emotions and ideas are challenged that you might heighten your 

perceptions - as the Dadaist hoped! 

The exhibition thus contains some works which question the nature of art-

making. It also has pieces which speak with considerable moral authority, 

by commenting on the condition of the Australian landscape for example. 

Amoral works are present too, in true Dadaist spirit, as are artworks that are 

very funny, in recognition of the place of the absurd in much Australian 

humour. There is mixed media, in recognition of the concept that artists 

are often at the forefront of capitalist skills development. And finally, there 

are the shared notions of time and scale, which when considered together 

often trigger the imagination into going to unexpected places.
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Stephen Benwell (forest), acrylic on paper, 1969

Of the latter, Stephen Benwell’s two larger acrylic paintings come from his 

teenage years. Created when he was 16 years of age, during a period when 

he was not doing art at secondary school, and well prior to his time at art 

school, they reveal something of his young mind. The works show art as a 

form of psychological travel, as the imaginary landscapes form from his 

imagination, from his direct uses of materials, edge to edge across an 

expanse of paper –  and beg the question, where does art begin?

Stefan Szonyi In the Studio 1, ceramic, 1994

The minute is Stefan Szonyi’s realm. By using miniaturisation Szonyi changes 

our perspective both literally and metaphorically. Like a living carton he 

depicts in clay clearly stated dilemmas to amuse and to investigate. Mirth 

and miracle mix together with incredible skill. His realistic portrait of an 

abstract model In the Studio 1 poses the question, where does art stop?
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Mark Cain This is serious shit, museum crate, fibreglass cow pat, mixed media, 2003

The artworld receives a lasting critique in Mark Cain’s series of museum 

boxes containing fibreglass cow pats. This is serious shit parodies the 

artworld’s earnest pursuit of the fashionable, with it’s fibreglass cow 

pat elegantly mounted ready for consumption. Its placement within an 

immaculate touring exhibition museum crate reminds us that the museum 

has an ever powerful role in determining taste, whilst the title amplifies the 

naïve search for the next genius that the artworld thinks it needs to keep 

the momentum going.

Elizabeth Liddle Entry Mat 1788, rubber back coir matting, acrylic gloss paint, 2012
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Australian landscape receives wildly different interpretation from Elizabeth 

Liddle and John O’Neil. Both have used photography to some extent, and 

scale. As an Indigenous women, Liddle’s Entry Mat, 1788 (above) dares the 

visitor to walk across this floor work made of front door mat coir matting, 

to trample on the many Aboriginal nations that comprise the Australian 

continent. Measuring three metres it reflects the scale of the continent and 

enormity of the injustice that continues to occur. It is Dadaist work in so far 

as its acute politicisation and innovative use of materials. 

John O’Neil Iron Bark Construction, photograph, 1983

In Iron Bark Construction John O’Neil takes us from an aerial, diagrammatic 

view of Australia, to alongside a pile of twisted timber – trees assembled 

either by nature or by man, as a wry statement on land management. 

Beetle Lips, also by John O’Neil, is an invented portrait that raises through 

the Dada-est method of collage, questions about the parasitical nature of 

man. The Dinosaur set takes the question further, to a comedy about man 

and his attitude to the environment. Both Liddle and O’Neil have used their 

‘portraits of the land’ as the basis of political statements, which read clearly 

as a broadsheet newspaper, to an Australian audience versed in the wider 

discourse. 
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Manipulated books appear twice in Dada lives! Once in a set of carved 

book sculptures by Nicholas Jones (right), and once as a set of painted 

book artworks by Kir Larwill (left). The book itself is an interesting symbol, 

standing as it does for the idea of knowledge, and old looking books speak 

of times past, before the digital age. Jones carves into his found books 

with a surgeon’s scalpel, revealing a pictorial image, within the pages, that 

acts as a message, like the printed word. Larwill has painted the covers of 

her chosen books with ships, a pictorial symbol of travel, again offering 

discovery to the viewer. It’s an extraordinary coincidence – chance at work 

– to find two artists prepared to harness the magic of the bound volume in 

two related yet physically dissimilar ways.

Anonymous Diving into the Wreck (detail), floor collage, obsolete objects, memories, 2015

Two versions of the ‘self’ are available through the Anonymous installation 

and Anastasia Klose’s Portrait of myself as Marina Abramovic with mugs. 

The Anonymous Diving into the Wreck, Thursday 29/1/2015 (above) is a 

construct of the artists’ strategy of making themselves invisible and inviting 
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the public to participate in the creation of the artwork13. The artwork is 

neo-domestic room size (5 x 4m) and is a floor-based, repeated collage 

on which people are invited to place and possibly smash obsolete items. 

The content derives from used Christmas wrapping paper and Australian 

newspapers purchased on one day, to form an in-house portrait. As a 

Dadaesque act of de-creation it is, in a way, a sequel to the readymades, 

one hundred years on.

Anastasia Klose Portrait of myself as Marina Abramovic with mugs (detail), photograph, 2013

Anastasia Klose’s Portrait of myself as Marina Abramovic with mugs 

is animated by its searing honesty, and places her on view in a way 

that recognises her humanity and her identity as an artist. We see the 

determination, and pain, and also recognise a Mona Lisa-like moment of 

living ambiguity - a state of mind we all inhabit on any given day – as she 

contemplates artworld power.

Political protest screams aloud in Anika Cook’s street-sized poster-portraits 

of Australian politicians. In a set of sophisticated aesthetic digital collages, 

which includes Australia’s Prime Minister Tony Abbott, Cook quotes the 

directness of the first generation of Dada artists, with her mockery and use 

of first names, Joe, Tony and Christopher, in reflection of typical Australian 

egalitarianism. These artworks convey the histrionics of contemporary 

Australian politics, with its faux echoes of knights and dames. It’s time  

to protest!!! 
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William Kelly Nathalia – darts & dates, performance, 2015

William Kelly’s Nathalia – darts & dates manipulates the idea of chance 

in life, with three days of his life discussed on the basis of darts flown 

at a dartboard mounted on the fence at his home in Nathalia, central 

Victoria. As a committed peace artist William Kelly’s values shine through 

this word portrait, to convey the bedrock of continuity that rests within 

most contemporary artists – a bedrock consisting of layers and layers of 

concepts and art practice, welded and hammered dense by time.

The Dada in all of this is the spark of freedom from the calculated hegemony 

of the artworld, a daring moment explored, coupled with a willingness 

to use materials in radical ways. It also shows through in the innate 

disruptiveness of the art objects, which become talismanic through their 

cryptic charisma. Is chance present? Chaos? And what of the presumed 

absurdity of the first generation Dada artists? Yes and no. That’s Dada!    

In coming full circle, it is appropriate we honour Australia’s premier Dada 

artist, Barry Humphries. Humphries Dada performances of 1952 onwards 

were the precursors to his famous later performances as Dame Edna 

Everage and the wonderful Sir Les Paterson, and their exciting, wider 

family of marvellous misfits. As characters they shared an amazing sense 

of narrative, which felt like it was happening just two inches from your 

nose. It was unique work that splashed our national identity about with 

the regard of a flying tin of paint, without the lid on. Miraculously, the tin 

usually landed upright, to our amazement. It was chaos carolled by a 

weirding mixture of the funny, the socially incisive and the embarrassingly 

recognisable. Viva Bazza!
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If we are living in a Dadaist period and if history is liable to spin and repeat 

itself, like Marcel Duchamps’s Bicycle Wheel14, well then Surrealism is 

next in line. Certainly the digital age, which has just begun, has opened 

up the virtual world as a gigantic, continuously growing form of the 

subconsciousness, in which two-thirds of the world’s population is  

already absorbed. 

Pictorial Surrealism, as found in the work of Salvador Dali15, provided a fast 

and instantly recognisable shorthand for the dichotomies of his modern 

age – religion, time, Einstein’s physics - all blended in a way that seems 

exceptionally prescient of our period of software code and hardware 

miracles. However, whilst his paintings were benign, we cannot assume 

the same of the forces shaping the digital age. 

All is not lost if we respect the role of the artist in society. It’s the artists 

who often find the most economically neat way of living and often they 

are positioned at the forefront of capitalism and its various iterations, 

turning their talents into meaningful actions, via diverse media, with scarce 

resources, to moral effect. Perhaps that’s the meaning of Dada16.

© Joe Pascoe (1/3/2015) 

All images are by the artists except Benwell, which is by the author.
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